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 Happy Wednesday, Villagers

Please send along your suggestions for materials to add to the
daily tips. We're always looking for good content. And visit our

website for more information about our organization and
programs.
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Thursday: DINNER DELIVERED AVATARS. 5-6

 

Drive-in movie theaters are making a comeback in today’s world. And you won’t
have to go far to get to one, thanks to Bon Air and the Lark Theater.

The two combined to offer a free, summer drive-in movie series, which kicked
off last month with a sold-out showing of “Footloose,” and continues with a
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screening of “Dirty Dancing,” the 1980s hit starring Patrick Swayze and Jennifer
Grey at 8:30 p.m. July 16.

Why Does My Plant Look Sad? 6 Tips For Raising Happy Houseplants
Look, we've all been there. You fall in love with a plant at the store. You bring it
home. You find a cute spot for it on your bookshelf. Then, after a few weeks,
that lush, beautiful plant you picked out is ... suddenly on its last leaf.

Reframing the conversation on basis of values.

Coffee Talk: "Book Banter" 1 pm
Grab a cup off coffee (or tea, or whatever), pull up a chair & join others for an

engaging chat.

Today, DANIELLE VIERRA hosts a "no reading book discussion!" Gather to hear and
share recommendations, commentary and connections! Whatcha... reading? Fiction?

Non-Fiction? Best sellers? Short works? Where do you find reviews,
recommendations? Share your latest, greatest find, champion an old/classic favorite

or just hear what others are reading.

With no assigned book, no purchasing or reading commitment, no promotional
agenda, and no formatted discussion, our casual conversation focuses on works that
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have been influential, interesting, diverting or helpful to you, especially in this time of
disruption and uncertainty.

 

Once Upon A Time.. The Throckmorton Theater

When we see each other again, it may be behind masks, but it will also be with
our hearts shining brighter than ever, and our curiosity ready to take us on new
adventures.  As the world re-emerges and redefines itself, we invite you to
participate as we reflect on our past and reimagine our future at the
Throckmorton Theatre…

For Information about food, supplies, and
services visit the Sausalito Village
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website's COVID Resources page.
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